Arctic sense of artificial snow: From a traditional Lappish ski resort to an international
crossover Alp resort
Introduction
In Europe’s Nordic areas winter is expected every year with impatience. Snow and cold
weather change job descriptions or bring extra work for many: snow workers, snowplow
drivers, electricians, and physical education instructors and teachers, just to mention a few.
Some sport-related markets and professions indeed depend on snow. Ski resorts provide an
example of both. Ski resorts hire workers of many kinds, from slope and lift workers to ski
instructors and waiters. Every season the same speculations and calculations arise: When will
the first snow fall, and when will the winter period start? What type of workers, and how
many of them should be contracted? At what time of the year do customers require services?
Snow plays a major part in all these concerns, and increasingly a successful winter season is
guaranteed with artificial snow. Furthermore, all these speculations and calculations are
related to the economic circumstances under which snow – both natural and artificial – is
turned into a profitable product for different customer groups to develop jobs, which might
otherwise be scarce, in the peripheries of Europe.
In the present study, I examine what is the role and the value of artificial snow in today’s
Arctic ski resorts. As we talk about snow in a ski resort, the connection between snow and
sports is obvious. However, to market the ski resort’s facilities to sports enthusiasts and
casual tourists snow has to become something else than just the white cold material in a
fractal form. Snow ought to be associated, for example, with desired performances or
pleasurable amusements in order to be attractive for consumers. In this context, language is a
social practice and process which is under a constant negotiation as well as taken for
granted1. Thus, the concept discourse is used in this study. Language is similarly a resource2
which is utilized in the discursive work to describe snow as an opportunity for sports related
action instead of treating it as a plain element of nature. Consequently, I approach artificial
snow from a discursive point of view by asking: What are the main sports-related discourses
framing the artificial snow production and grooming? What kind of an impact do these
discourses have to the ski resort area? Methodologically and theoretically, the present study is
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built upon discourse studies and critical ethnography34. I will argue in the paper that the
artificial snow production and the discourses framing it in an Arctic ski resort have facilitated
the change from a traditional Lappish winter ski resort to an international crossover Alp
resort with a long season. During this change, the original meanings of Alp and alpine are
replaced with local meanings to serve the distinct development of the Lappish ski resort area.
Similarly, this development, in which artificial snow has turned into a profitable product for
customers, has influenced the structures of the ski resort municipality.
In this article, I focus on a big, booming ski resort, namely Levi in Kittilä, Lapland. Levi
offers an interesting example of an Arctic ski resort, which has capitalized its snow well. This
area is also one of the hotspots in The Finnish Academy funded research project called Cold
Rush5, which examines the dynamics of identity and language under changing economic
conditions and cultural transformations in the Arctic North. The Finnish periphery with its
challenges and possibilities in tourism, industry and winter elite sports are intertwined in
Levi, which provides an interesting space for studying creative strategizing also related to
snow and its production. During its 53-year-old history, Levi has developed from a ski resort
of one lift to a ski resort of 28 lifts and 43 slopes, which serves almost 400 000 customers per
season6.
The rationale for studying discourses framing artificial snow production and grooming in
Lapland builds upon the ideas of location and investments: Despite of its location above the
Arctic Circle and the so called real winter, the ski resort of Levi has nonetheless made
enormous investments to their capacity to produce and groom artificial snow. The economic
investments to snow at the area are significant7, which increases the need for speculation and
calculation as well as the size of the risks. And yet, every year and every event cannot be a
remarkable success, and some actors have better changes in utilizing the Arctic and local
resources than others. The increases in tourism8 allow us to assume that Lapland is living its
economic boom, which is why the dialogue between the periphery areas and economy, and
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also the question in how to make profit out of nature, such as snow, is interesting. There is a
lack of studies examining the discourses framing manufacture and composition of artificial
snow, although the economies of current era increasingly depend on the commodification of
words and images9.
I will first introduce the context of the study and continue to the theoretical and
methodological frameworks. Then I will proceed to the sport-related discourses in regard to
artificial snow as well as to the consequences of these discourses, before considering the
contribution of the study in a wider context.
Context of the study
Preliminary experiments in producing artificial snow were examined already by scholars
before the 1940’s10 in studies examining the impact of climate change, artificial snow is
considered a human adaption strategy11. Indeed, studies showcase that artificial snow is
considered to guarantee proper skiing conditions despite the variability and changes of
climate on snow conditions12. Moreover, from previous studies we know that poor or proper
snow conditions may effect on the choices made by leisure tourists13. However, artificial
snowing and grooming have also ecological consequences14, which may cause environmental
concerns on ski resort areas. The present study examines artificial snow production from the
discursive point of view, and especially, how sport-related artificial snow production is
rationalized.
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The sports-related discourses concerning artificial snow are examined in the present study in
an arctic ski resort namely Levi, in Kittilä municipality in the Finnish Lapland. The area of
Levi ski resort consists of the fjelds of Levi, Kätkä and Pyhä, village of Sirkka, and lake
Immeljärvi between the fjelds. This area has significance also in indigenous Sami culture15.
In 2016, there were about 6350 inhabitants living in altogether 30 village areas of Kittilä
municipality16. About 900 of these inhabitants lived in the village Sirkka17. During the past
35 years, the population has remained rather steady18. Current research on the number of
seasonal workers in Lapland does not exist, but according to media, the number has increased
at least in recent years19. Despite of Levi’s location as one of the extremely peripheral areas
of Europe, it attracts more and more tourists each year, for whom it offers an interesting
mixture of untamed nature and tourist services, such as visits to reindeer herding farms,
possibilities to view northern lights, as well as ski resort services, spas and bowling. Within
40 years, the capacity of beds in Levi area has increased from less than thousand to almost
30 00020. Hautajärvi21 describes Levi’s current center as a place in which one can see and be
seen; as a village which is sanctified for winter sports and leisure.
The first fjeld skiers arrived in the 1930’s and the inhabitants of Sirkka village offered
accommodation for the tourists. Even at that time tourism brought relatively good income for
the inhabitants of the area. According to Harri Hautajärvi’s22 doctoral dissertation, the
services were created rather fast out of nowhere and even some courses were arranged in
order to learn how tourists should be treated.
The municipality of Kittilä built the first ski lift in 196423, 30 years after the first established
ski slope in Finland24. The facilities and activities were rather small until Hotelli Levitunturi
(hotel) was built in 1981 by Levin Matkailukeskus Oy. Log cabins built of pine became
15
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fashionable among builders of Lappish vacation homes from 1970’s onwards, although this
construction style is originally neither luxurious nor Lappish25. In 1983, Finnair started their
flights to Kittilä once a week during the high seasons. This development served especially the
new middle class which is a concept used by sociologists26 to describe people who
distinguished themselves from the working class with cultural choices due to the urbanization
of Finland in 1960’s and 1970’s. For this new social class, downhill skiing was part of the
lifestyle which unified educated people and dissociated them from the working class27.
Artificial snow, also called machine-made snow, is produced with a device especially
designed for snow production. At that time when Levi was established, only Kalpalinna ski
resort in Finnish South had a capacity to produce artificial snow28. Today Levi holds more
than 30 kilometers of pipelines inside the Levi fjeld and over 260 snow cannons at the slopes
just to guarantee the snow for skiing seasons29. Moreover, the grooming capacity includes 7
groomers for slopes, of which two are for snowboarding and freestyle skiing terrain parks.
Furthermore, specialized staff and knowledge of the local surroundings are needed for these
capacities to be utilized. With this capacity, they are able to maintain 43 slopes and 28 ski
lifts each year although they estimate its natural snow sheet to be less than 1 meters during
the winter season30.
The first alpine skiing competition in Finland took place in 1934 in Kuopio, and it was
already an international event31. The first international alpine skiing competition in Levi was
held in 2001, which started the tradition of international events in Kittilä. According to Levi
ski resort’s webpage32, due to the internationalization of the resort, the name of the company
was also changed from a Finnish name to an English one. Later in this paper I will argue that
the event and discourses related to artificial snow, which have allowed the event to take
place, have changed the image of the ski resort village towards more international one as well
as the structure of the municipality.
I will use concepts elite and recreational sports later on in this paper. By elite sports and its
athletes I mean in the present context the world’s top athletes as well as the up and coming
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junior athletes who aim at the top level and, thus, invest great amount of recourses into
sports. The annual Alpine World Cup event (from year 2004) and the Finnish Snowboarding
championships in 2017 stand as witnesses to the motivation of the Levi resort to serve elite
sports related customers. For example, elite snowboarding requires half pipes and big jumps
which are all produced with artificial snow due to the amount of snow needed. By
recreational sports I refer to sports training and practitioners for whom winter sports are
leisure activities for which the ski resort offers facilities. Yet, presumably among other
tourists also the number of recreational sports practitioners has increased during last years in
Levi33, which again motivates the ski resort also to invest into these customer groups.
Because of these interdependencies and due to the importance of snow, Levi also needs to
know how to manage the meanings and meaning making processes related to both artificial
and natural forms of snow.
Theoretical framework and methods
Critical discourse studies in the present study refers to the Foucauldian point of view, as a
way to examine the logic behind particular world order34: How do people make sense of the
production of snow in Levi ski resort area, and, how does this sense of snow have an effect
on what’s happening at the ski resort area. Discourses contribute to the ways in which social
reality is maintained, challenged and changed, and social reality impacts on what kind of
discourses are available, preferred or marginalized in a given situation35. Discourses construct
and reconstruct social practices, which become materialized in our everyday communication
and routines as well as in what Norman Fairclough36calls “non-discoursal” elements, that is,
for example buildings and other material spaces.
It is acknowledged in critical discourse studies that all participants do not have similar
opportunities to do discursive work or utilize resources, which is why discourses are
embedded in a complex network of power relations and negotiations37. Thus, critical
ethnography, which in the present study means explorations of social, linguistic and
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economic processes and their meanings to people38, was also needed to examine the
discourses framing the artificial snow production and their impacts to an Arctic ski resort
area. In practice, this meant the observation of and conversations with people about their
experiences in snow production and grooming. I focused especially on people’s accounts on
how resources have been and should be used and what are the consequences of the
production and grooming for the informants and the area.
Building the present study upon critical discourse studies and ethnography is justified
because the research questions are related to the process in which artificial snow is turned
into a profitable product through discourses. Snow becomes a cultural commodity which is
also produced and consumed with discourses, words and images39. Due to discourses and the
so called discursive work in which value is added to this raw material, snow attains a value as
a sport-related opportunity. It becomes something which enables practices and allows for
images to be constructed. Thus, the present study also contributes to the field of marketing by
examining the processes behind verbal aspects of branding40.
The ethnographical data was gathered during a two-week intensive fieldwork period in
January 2017 in Levi Ski resort area. I organized interviews (of which one was together with
Professor Alexandre Duchêne), conducted informal interviews, arranged opportunities to
observe artificial-snow-related work, and observed the ways in which artificial snow appears
in the area. The interview data includes four from 30 minutes to an hour interviews with key
actors or stakeholders related to artificial snow at the area. This means that all the informants
had a central role in ether the artificial snow production or usage, or, they had a good opinion
(for example, due to their work) about artificial snow’s impact for the area. During or after
each observation event I wrote fieldnotes leading to altogether 34 transcribed fieldnote pages,
of which every transcription was written within 24 hours of the observation taking place. This
is how the freshness of the insights was ensured. I considered these interviews and
observations as nexuses in which the discursive choices meet the social and historic
contexts41.
Deriving from the collaborative ethnography design of our Cold Rush –project, the
transcribed fieldnotes were also read and commented within our research group (Professors
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Sari Pietikäinen and Alexandre Duchêne, and Postdoctoral scholar Leonardo Valenzuela
Perez), including experts in Finnish Arctic economies, multi-sited ethnography and critical
discourse studies. During the fieldwork period, we also held several group meetings in which
we considered the findings so far, and in light of that, the next steps of fieldwork. Moreover,
taking pictures and video clips as well as interpreting them together was an important part of
the project’s ethnographic work. In other words, the ethnographical multi-bodied fieldwork
experiences and daily conversations and data sessions guided our decisions and
interpretations on the field.
At first, my pictures were loosely related to artificial snow production and grooming, which
means that I took dozens of pictures of snow groomers and cannons, buildings used for
storing and maintaining them, and slopes and terrain parks. However, as the fieldwork
proceeded and the first findings became clearer, I started capturing moments, places and
occurrences in which artificial snow acquired some added value or had affected the structures
of the area or caused investments. This turn was after noticing the connections with artificial
snow and the alpine brand of the ski resort village. In the end, I had taken 181 pictures or
clips related to artificial snow, for example on the gear and facilities for the snow production
and grooming, on groomers’ work as well as on the village around the ski resort. The
interviews, fieldnote transcriptions, and visual material form the corpus of the data, which
was analyzed with thematic analysis after the fieldwork period. Although the analysis process
followed a hermeneutic process, as is natural for discourse studies42, I guided the process
from the analysis of discursive choices towards the social contexts of these discourses.
Findings: artificial snow for elite and recreational sports
I found two sport-related main discourses framing artificial snow in the Levi ski resort area:
artificial snow for elite sports and artificial snow for recreational sports, both of which
circulate especially around people’s accounts on how artificial snow facilitates and is
consequential for elite and recreational sports in Levi area. Although these discourses are
separate, as they may challenge each other, they are also intertwined, and by doing so
together create the rational for sport-related artificial snow production. That is, although the
overall logic behind sport-related artificial snow production circulates around the creation
and maintenance of a surface for skiing and snowboarding, different consumer groups prefer
distinct facilities, which again may need investments and cause clashes on the discursive
42
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level. I will first present briefly the sport-related discourses with respect to artificial snow and
then introduce the findings related to the consequences of these discourses.
Artificial snow for elite sports: the brand of the ski resort
The discourse framing the production of artificial snow for elite sports constructs a social
world in which artificial snow needs to be produced, so that elite athletes and junior athletes
can train and compete at the Levi ski resort. Moreover, the snow is needed so that Levi may
be regarded as a World Cup skiing resort or a good snowboarding resort, and for lengthening
the season. Due to the artificial snow production, the skiing resort may be called an elite
sports center or a paradise of a snowboarder.
The alpine skiing slopes as well as the terrain park for snowboarders and freestyle skiers
(who perform similar maneuvers and prefer similar facilities as snowboarders) require
artificial snow. However, the discourse of artificial snow for elite sports was mostly related to
alpine skiing and especially the annual World Cup event, as occurred in next excerpt from an
interviewee representing the ski resort (16.1.2017): “Due to alpine skiing, snow production is
started right away when the cold weather arrives.” Adjusting the facilities for elite sports is
the given reason for the snow production. Although the snow manufacturing requires money,
equipment, and labor force, the same representative does not pay much attention to my
inquiry on the utility and cost of the snow production and preservation:
“Researcher: I heard a rumor that you are starting to preserve snow?
Informant: Yes, we should start at the turn of the month producing snow for the [world cup]
competition slope something like, to preserve something like 40 000 cubic meters of snow,
and that of which there would be next fall left about, between 20 000 and 30 000 cubic
meters.
Researcher: And, apparently, there is an evaluation that it’s a big advantage, because
producing snow is expensive, or is it?
Informant: Well, it is expensive, but we ensure that if there was a hard fall so we at least
would get the base layer.”
(Personal interview, 16.1.2017.)
Securing the competition appears to be a good argument for the usage of the resources. Also
the next example verifies this interpretation. The snow production – which may start even
one year before the actual need – is rationalized by an idea of ensuring the alpine World Cup,
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which brings customers and income to the area almost three months earlier than the opening
of the slopes with natural snow:
“Informant: Then the competition begins, and here it starts with the World Cup, and then if
there is snow, they’ll be held, and every fourth year they’ve been cancelled. But now they’ve
started producing snow, I think they’ll start this week [. . .] So that they can preserve it.
Researcher: And with that they can ensure the competition?
Informant: Yeah, yeah! And it’s very important, as when they have the FIS contest they want
to utilize the slope as it is in good shape, so the alpine schools can train [. . .] Now that there
is not enough snow in Middle Europe, they come here to train, and we had, for example we
had the US team here for one month, so it has such a huge impact so that there are several
teams spending a month here [. . .] The slopes with natural snow are opening on week 7
[February].
Researcher: So, it’s not such a big deal, the first cross country track with snow?
Informant: No. But it does bring people here as well.
Researcher: So, tell me about those years when [The World Cup] it doesn’t happen.
Informant: Then it’s dark here. It’s very dark here!”
(Personal interview, 16.1.2017.)
If the World Cup is cancelled, it appears as a loss compared to darkness. The event and
opening of the ski resort makes the village alive at the darkest time of the year, that is, in
November. In this discourse, artificial snow is turned into something which is not consuming
resources but instead produces them for the area. Artificial snow becomes an opportunity and
whereas lack of it is a risk or an expense.
Despite the significance given to the alpine World Cup event, elite snowboarding also
appeared as a reason to produce and groom artificial snow. This same willingness to invest in
elite snowboarders by producing and grooming snow was written by me also into the
fieldnotes when I observed a groomer’s nightshift:
“Heikki [not a real name] said there was supposed to be a park session with professional
snowboarders Eero Ettala and Toni Kerkelä before the new terrain park was opened for
public. He said it would have been so cool to get some media material on social media and
people would find out that way that there is a new park in Levi. Eventually, the weather had
been bad and they couldn’t organize the private session. He said it would have been nice to
see Eero updating something on social media and there is right away several thousand
10

followers.[ . . .] I asked how things have changed during these years that he has been working
here. He said that around 2006 when he started driving the park they had only one groomer
for that purpose and only one shaper tool. Once he had dropped the shaper somewhere while
driving and he went to ask a new one, but the attitude was that maybe they can survive
without one as well. Now they had two groomers, three drivers and several tools for just this
purpose. [. . .] He said that bit by bit the ski resort has understood how important part of this
concept a good park is. And now there is going to be also the Finnish Championships at
Levi.”
(Fieldnotes, 17.1.2017.)
As for alpine skiing, snow production and grooming for terrain park is experienced as an
opportunity rather than an expense or a risk, as the previous data extract showcases. This
discourse enables Levi to be a paradise of a snowboarder, as it ensures facilities for elite
snowboarders’ competitions and their media material production. Instead of being a raw
material which requires resources and mundane work, snow becomes a cultural commodity
which has value as an enabler. This value, which may be called brand in other academic
fields43, may be distributed via the media material produced by the elite snowboarders, as the
previous data extract showcased. This is how the produced and groomed snow gets its added
value44 and it becomes experienced as a profitable product which attracts elite athletes, their
teams and tourism related to elite sports into the area.
Artificial snow for recreational sports: a snow for the masses
The artificial snow production and the increase in tourism have evolved hand in hand. Hence,
it is sensible that in the recreational sports discourse the production of artificial snow is
rationalized in a way which emphasizes the needed ski resort facilities for tourists, longer
season, and durability of the artificial snow for the masses. An informant who has worked for
the ski resort for over 30 years recalls the development:
“Well, it was in early 80’s very seasonal one didn’t know anything about these seasonal
peaks at that time, and we didn’t necessarily even have these possibilities, in year -84 we did
the first artificial snowing for this front slope and this was some kind of a start for the growth
and rise of the early season utilization. [. . . ] In -84 the first underground line was built for
this slope and 3 snow cannons arrived there, as far as I can remember, and the sizing, I
43
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remember how people talked about it, the [water] pumping capacity and the amount of
cannons of the time, people talked that it was then already the biggest snowmaking system in
Finland [ . . . ] In mid 90’s it was already so, it was already low-performance and small and
the increase has developed that way. “
(Personal interview, 16.1.2017.)
As the previous extract showcases, the development of Levi from a fjelt with one ski lift and
slope to a resort with dozens of lifts and slopes with several seasonal peaks was possible only
with a discourse which rationalized artificial snow producing as a worthwhile investment also
in Arctic surroundings. When I asked the same ski resort representative if there also should
be natural snow mixed with the artificial snow, he replied: “Well I don’t know, this natural
snow in these days doesn’t, if we depend on that, we cannot rely on that and it doesn’t last
this amount of people on its own.” Thus, although the ski resorts above the Arctic Circle
surely get natural snow at some point of the season, this snow does not guarantee the skiing
and snowboarding facilities for the masses. The same person also confirms that big ski resorts
ought to serve different customer segments, and thus, produce and groom snow also for
several types of facilities. I asked him if they hope to also attract snowboarders and new
school skiers to the slopes. He replied: “It’s a growing segment and I would say that today it
would be hard to not have special performance facilities in a resort as big as ours.” Also, the
representative of the ski school (12.1.2017) confirmed this view in a personal interview by
explaining that they use almost all facilities available with the pupils although they offer
lessons only for beginners and intermediate practitioners.
Not every tourist in Levi uses the ski resort facilities, but often it’s one important part of the
package during the winter time, as I wrote down to my fieldnotes after a conversation with a
hotel receptionist:
“I asked if there are athletes staying there often. She said every hotel is fully booked by the
athletes and teams during the Alpine Skiing World Cup in November, but besides that there
are only some random groups sometimes. I asked if the international tourists go to the slopes
while they are here. She said they do go there as well, but it’s not necessarily their main event
of this trip. The Finnish tourist do come for the skiing and snowboarding especially, but the
other tourists also want the experience of the wild nature . . . I wondered why would people
from the alp areas come here. She answered that this was something she had wondered for
years as well when she started her job, but after hearing the explanation that climate is
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different and Lapland has the wild nature with northern lights so many times, she quit
wondering. “
(Fieldnotes, 10.1.2017.)
This example shows well how Levi is a mixture of real winter and artificial winter as a
product. The artificial snow is perhaps not valued by the customers by itself, but produces a
valued performance together with real snow and wild nature.
Despite the fact that the artificial snow for recreational sports serves recreational customers
and elite athletes, there is also a clash between the needs of these customer segments, as the
next example showcases:
“Informant: I’ve heard several complains among the customers on how Levi ski resort is not
opening the normal slopes early enough but instead are concentrating first on the alpine
slopes and then the terrain parks.
Researcher: You mean, so that in principle the needs of the tourist and the elite athlete don’t
meet?
Informant: Yes! So which one is suffering? Now it’s the normal tourist!”
(Personal interview, 17.1.2017.)
In other words, although elite sports and recreational sports utilize the same artificial snow,
they don’t often use the same facilities with equal intensiveness, which is why the needs
clash. This, again, creates distinctive discourses related to artificial snow. The artificial snow
for recreational sports does not depend on any single moment of a season nor require
approval from any sports organization unlike the artificial snow for elite sports. Thus, the
snow can be produced later or there can be ideas of exclusivity with respect to the artificial
snow for elite sports, and yet, all the tourist facilities are equally accessed by the elite
athletes. Despite of the clash, both discourses are needed to guarantee a successful and long
season for the ski resort area.
Discourses of artificial snow have changed the municipality
The discourses of elite and recreational artificial snow allow the ski resort to acquire a brand
as a place which has apt facilities for elite athletes and a long season and a diverse variety of
slopes for the masses. During the years of artificial snow in Levi, the ski resort village of
Sirkka has had its image changed from a traditional Lappish ski resort village with pine log
cabins and dispersed settlement towards a populous center with Alp village style houses and
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plazas. Similarly, the traditional village center of Kittilä is losing its attractiveness to the
Sirkka village, in which new services are established. Furthermore, the customers are more
international than twenty years ago. This development may be understood only in the light of
the development of the ski resort and the discourses related to its capacity to produce and
groom artificial snow.
The artificial snow allows for international ski races to take place, which gives coverage,
attracts customers, and brings services especially to the ski resort area, as one informant
experienced when asked about the impact of the FIS race for the ski school:
“I don’t know for the school but it’s for the area, for Levi, for Finland; the world cup, ’cause
people are watching in [on] the television and they see, it’s good advertising and of course
it’s a, we are then world cup resort, and it’s a good status [. . .] The area is getting larger. It
means also for us, if I, ’cause I live 4 kilometres from here to the resort, I have all the things
in Levi, so I don’t have to travel so many times to Kittilä, for example, to get something.”
(Personal interview, 12.1.2017)
The informant’s experience is that she does not depend on the Kittilä village center because
of the good variety of services at the Levi area. Kittilä village center still holds the main
public services such as a library, schools from preschool to (senior) high or vocational school,
and a public health care center. However, the intersection of tourism and ski resort facilities
has generated several services especially in the ski resort area, such as local transportation
system of ski busses, cafeterias, amusements for children, sports doctor services, and drug
stores, which are also consumed by locals. Given that the ski resort was run only with natural
snow, these services would not exist or they would be more seasonal than now. Also, the
private sector, such as tourism and amusement enterprises, relishes the ski resort village,
which changes the structure of the municipality. This structural change becomes materialized
for example in the public sector, which has to increasingly offer services in the village of
Sirkka. According to the head teacher Hannu Hettula45, of Sirkka primary school, the number
of students has increased from 34 to 152 between years 1997 and 2017 because of the
increases in tourism, and within the past 5 years also due to the gold mine in Kittilä. He also
estimated that the ongoing boom of tourism in Lapland will continue the expansion of the
school, although some of the students are children of seasonal workers and thus, present in
the area mostly during the winter season.
45

Personal briefing via phone, 31.5.2017.
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Same kinds of experiences were also expressed by other informants, who found it easy
nowadays to live in Levi area because of the long season which guarantees the skiing and
snowboarding facilities and a variety of services around the ski resort environment. Some of
these informants had moved from other parts of Finland to Levi because of skiing and
snowboarding facilities and now raise their families in Levi area. Some were locals, some
stayed only for the long winter season in Lapland and moved back to Southern Finland for
the summer. “If I can spend two and half months [the Summer] in Southern Finland, I’m
satisfied”, one informant expressed his experiences in a personal interview (17.1.2017) about
living in Levi.
Another remarkable change related to the discourses of artificial snow is the image of the
Sirkka village where the ski resort is located in. When I asked from one informant about the
change of the area during his years of living in Levi, he experienced the biggest change to be
the development of the ski resort village and its center:
Informant: It is amazing! I was, as a matter of fact, away from here during the biggest
development. I went in -03 back to Southern Finland and returned then, what was it, 2008
when I came back. During that time, this whole center was built here. This was all forest
before, and I was shocked when I arrived here again... And there are funny stories anyways
about, when this forest part, where the whole center now has taken the place, was in sale and
all the locals had just laughed that this shit piece of land will be bought by nobody, and it’s a
weird thing now how these lots are worth of half million at the moment.
Researcher: Who deserves the credit for that?
Informant: Well I claim that it’s purely the demand! That right now, the hotel capacity is not
enough, it’s the demand by tourists. I claim that it’s the tourists’ who deserve credit.
(Personal interview, 17.1.2017.)
This change the informant talked about was also apparent in the pictures I took during the
fieldwork period. The old vacation houses in the middle of woods, seen on the left side of the
following picture, are now surrounded by Alp-style houses with Alp-related names such as
Sirkanalppi (Sirkka’s Alp) or Alppitähti (Alp Star/Edelweiss).
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These Alp-style houses cover mostly the center of the ski resort village, and this part is called
the Alp village also by locals. Also Harri Hautajärvi46 describes this area as being alp-style in
his doctoral dissertation of architecture.
However, as we walked around the center with our research group, our Swiss member did not
recognize the Alp images without an explanation of the style differences from the traditional
Finnish log houses and without showing him the alpine names written in Finnish. The houses
were accompanied by alpine plazas and by the ski resort’s main building, which had a café
named after the most successful Finnish Alpine skier, Tanja Poutiainen. The building had
also an office lobby which reminiscent of an alpine skiing museum with its glass vitrines full
of World Cup bibs, trophies, and stories related to Levi’s World Cup history. Apparently,
Levi is constantly developing its brand around elite winter sports, and the artificial snow for
elite sports is a necessity in this process. Yet, as in MacAloon’s47 views on sports which are
emptied from their original meanings and refilled with local meanings, the empty forms of
alpine images represent now something distinct to traditional Finnish ski resorts and
experiences in Lapland but in a way which is unrecognizable to a person who is from alpine
areas. Alpine images become a clear way in the mechanisms of the markets to fulfill
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consumers’ expectations on a ski resort which combines traditional Lapland with
international elite level sports.
Discussion: Does artificial snow assist urbanized tourists to find fulfillment experiences in
their longing for nature?
Winter tourism in the booming Kittilä area in Lapland is strongly related to the ski resort and
its capacity to produce and groom snow. As previous studies have indicated, snow conditions
to be important for leisure tourists48, With a successful discursive work, the artificial snow
production can be considered to be a resource enabler instead of a resource consumer. Levi
can be a village described by Hautajärvi49 as a sanctuary for winter sports and leisure only
with its artificial snow production and grooming as well as the discursive work related to it.
The value of artificial snow as a raw material is minor compared to its value after discursive
work. The raw material is commodified in the discursive process50, which turns artificial
snow into an important part of Levi as a profitable product and enables a long season for two
different customer groups: elite sports and recreational sports consumers. As I pointed out
during this study, the discursive work allows Levi to become a mixture of an international
elite level alpine resort and snowboarding paradise which also offers durable and versatile
facilities for recreational masses for whom skiing or snowboarding is a hobby or a new
experience – with a flavor of northern wild life. These discourses justify the resources used
for artificial snow production and grooming in the area, where also natural snow exists as
well. Yet, this discursive work would not be sufficient on its own, but it needs a great amount
of mundane work behind the scenes every year with the artificial snow production and
grooming. Together the discursive work and mundane work create the product which is
consumed on skis and snowboards, and distributed as images and experiences on Levi via
social media.
During the process of turning artificial snow into a cultural commodity, the original meanings
of Alp or alpine are replaced with local versions, which are only sources of profit for the
markets. However, it needs to be addressed that also the pine log houses have represented the
Lappish scenery for tourists only for the past 40 years51, and hence, distributed alpine images
merely continue the same commodification process of the area. Yet again, through this more
48
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current process Levi is positioned distinctively to the nearest competitors in Lapland, which
according to the marketing scholar Al Ries52, is a necessity in today’s markets.
The discursive work has similarly supported the change of the structures of Kittilä
municipality. The village center has lost its attractiveness to the ski resort village, which
again is like a gold mine of work during the winter seasons. It may be asked if the artificial
snow also turns the resort more accessible to the masses by offering a precise idea of using
the facilities: Plain fjelds with natural snow may be attractive to some customer groups, but
for many, the artificial snow brings the smooth slopes, alpine ski tracks, jumps and halfpipes,
which guide the consumers to use their bodies in particular ways. The artificial snow and an
Arctic ski resort together offer a nature experience, which is produced with the assistance of
unnatural facilities. Maybe these unnaturally produced facilities assist urbanized tourists to
find fulfillment experiences in their longing for nature, which might be unreachable with
facilities relying solely on natural snow?
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